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KALIRAI’S TOP CHOICES
Sundip Kalirai picks out the key pieces of equipment at his award winning
Harrow Weald Dental Practice in London
2. CARESTREAM CS1500/1600 INTRAORAL CAMERA
1. CARESTREAM CS 7600 IMAGING PLATE SYSTEM AND SCANNER

Dr Sundip Kalirai BDS (Lon) MFGDP RCS Eng
qualified from Guy’s Kings and St. Thomas’s
Hospital in 2005 at the age of 22 making him
one of the youngest dentists in the country at the
time. His interests lie in cosmetic dentistry, teeth
whitening, making high quality dentures, restoring
implants and dental/general photography. He is
a member of the BDA, faculty of general dental
practitioners and is an accredited Invisalign
practioner. His practice team has been awarded
the title of Best Dental Team in London at National
Dentistry Awards 2011 and also Best Clinic Team at
My Face My Body Awards 2012. He has also been
a finalist for Best Young Dentist In London and Best
Dental Employer. www.hwdental.co.uk

Thin wireless plates are similar in size to traditional films and there are no cables involved so it is more comfortable.
The scanner can work without its own computer as long as it is connected into your network. It will scan and blank
the films in under 10 seconds so they are ready for reuse. You get probably the best image quality in its class and
super quick. It saves time and is particularly useful while in mid endodontic treatment and taking working length
radiographs so you can just get on with the treatment. There are also preset buttons so you can alter the radiograph
to shows areas of interest more clearly e.g. focus on edj
for caries assessment or focus on pulpal/periapical
areasfor endodontic assessment. The whole
package works well and the nurses appreciate how
simple it is.

This camera is available in a wired or wireless version. It has autofocus and eliminates
light reflection. There is only one button for taking images and no other settings to adjust.
It works perfectly at the front and more importantly also at the back of the mouth in hard
to reach areas where you may struggle with an SLR and mirror. You can autosave on to
the patients file if you have R4 and this saves
time as there is no transferring of images
from a memory card. You are able to shoot
videos or still photos. It just works simply
every time. The new 1600 version also
detects fluorescence to help detect early
carious lesions. I still use an SLR but much
less often now.

5. VENUS PEARL COMPOSITE
I have been using original Venus diamond for many years now and was very happy with
the results and its easy to handle properties. I recently also tried Venus Pearl as it has a
greater malleability. There is a full choice of types including bulk fill and flow and also all
shades including a pink composite and even a green shade for posterior core build ups
which I have not yet dared try!
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3. Venus Pearl Composi
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4. Biodentine
www.septodont.co.uk
5. Optident
www.optident.co.uk
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4. WETTING RESIN FROM OPTIDENT
When placed on your instrument it helps to prevent tug back/increase glide when handling and placing composite
restorations. It is also useful when the oxygen inhibition layer has been removed or disturbed (e.g. washing of the
composite surface following contamination). The resin may also be placed on the composite surface if it has become
dry when shaping.

3. BIODENTINE
I have been using this material for the last year and a half now and so
far so good. It is used to replace dentine especially for deep cavities/
pulp capping/pulpotomies and perforations and takes about 10 minutes
to set. You can then restore with composite directly on top now. Some
endodontists are starting to use it for internal/external resorption and for
apexification or for apical surgery. It can be tricky to mix to the right even
consistency so you need to have your nurse trained well to get it right.

